Australian Coal Industry Report Warns Against Radical Campaign
by Peter Hannam
June 20, 2013 – Concepts such as a "carbon price bubble" and "unburnable" fossil fuels are invalid slogans, part of a radical campaign to scare off investors, according to a report commissioned by the Australian Coal Association.  "Anti-coal activists have a strategy to create investment uncertainty, as one way to disrupt and ultimately destroy the Australian coal industry," Nikki Williams, ACA's chief executive, said.
The report, Fossil Fuels: A Sound Investment in a Growing World, takes aim at recent reports that argue most of the world's carbon-intensive fuels will have to remain in the ground, to avoid dangerous climate change from a warming atmosphere.
The ACA-backed report, written by ITS Global consultants Alan Oxley and Jeffrey Rae, said environmental groups ignored rising worldwide demand for energy, and had dismissed the potential for carbon emissions to be caught and buried rather than vented.  "The 'unburnable carbon' model wrongly and naively assumes that all yet-to-be-developed fossil fuel resources around the world are equally likely to be commercially extracted," the report argued.  "In the case of its application to the Australian coal industry, this is perhaps the most significant of its economic shortcomings."
Australia's coal industry may be less under threat from green groups, though, than tumbling prices for the fossil fuel.  International prices for thermal coal used in power plants has slumped about 30% over the past 18 months, prompting mining giants BHP Billiton and Rio Tinto to consider shedding some of their coal assets in Australia and elsewhere.
'Ironic' Take Out
The ITS report was specifically tasked with reviewing the Unburnable Carbon: Australia's Carbon Bubble report, released in April by London-based Carbon Tracker Initiative and Sydney-based The Climate Institute.
It described as "deeply ironic" the "bubble" report's effort to spur investors to take the lead in ditching fossil-fuel investments because governments are failing to act to curb carbon emissions.  "Faced with the reality that national governments will not legally enforce the global carbon budget constraint that the report advocates, its authors propose that individual private sector players should deliver the investment outcomes the constraint implies," the report said.
It's not up to investors to pursue goals "which might be seen as being in the public interest, no matter how worthy those goals might be", it said.  "Encouraging business people to take over the legitimate role of government is likely to encourage inferior economic performance as well as the emergence of a 'democratic deficit'," the authors said.
Market Shift
John Connor, chief executive of The Climate Institute, said investors are already taking the issue of "unburnable coal" seriously, with a summit in Hong Kong last week involving banking giant HSBC and Standard & Poors ratings agency just the latest gathering on the issue.  Mr Connor also noted the World Bank chief Jim Yong Kim's call overnight for greater action to prevent temperatures rising 2°C above pre-industrial levels.  "If we get China, the US and the EU to agree on a price for [carbon dioxide] we will have a market mechanism to fight climate change.  I hope a practical solution will happen before 2020," Reuters reported Mr Kim as saying.
The ITS report itself contains flaws, Mr Connor said: "The report appears to selectively draw from the International Energy Agency, which also endorses the reality that there are significant reserves of fossil fuels on asset books that cannot be burnt, if we are serious about climate change."
The Coal Association's Dr Williams, though, warned investors not to be swayed by calls from environment groups.  "If fund managers are looking to solid, long-term returns on their investments, then divesting from fossil fuel assets will not serve them well," Dr Williams said.
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